[Sensory extinction phenomenon of double simultaneous stimulation: the analysis of consecutive stroke series with acute and unilateral lesions].
We evaluated consecutive stroke patients with an acute, unilateral lesion, in order to elucidate the anatomical correlates and the clinical course of sensory extinction phenomenon as well as its relation with unilateral spatial neglect (USN) and anosognosia for hemiplegia (AHP). Subjects consisted of 76 patients with right cerebral hemispheric lesions (RHL) and 43 with left cerebral hemispheric lesions (LHL). Twelve of 76 patients with RHL and 18 of 43 patients with LHL were excluded from this study, because of consciousness disturbance, aphasia, severe sensory disturbance, hemianopia, or severe dementia. All of the patients included in this study had an ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, who admitted to our hospital within 24 hours after the onset of stroke. We repeatedly examined the patients to detect the presence of sensory extinction phenomenon, USN, and AHP from their acute to chronic stage. The incidence of extinction phenomenon in RHL was 33% (11/19 with cortical lesions and 10/45 with deep-seated lesions). When we excluded the patients with a lacunar stroke or TIA, 10 of 13 patients with subcortical lesions had sensory extinction phenomenon. Nineteen of 21 patients with RHL who showed sensory extinction phenomenon also accompanied USN, and twelve had associated AHP. The sensory extinction phenomenon disappeared within 20 days in 6 of 10 patients with subcortical lesions and 3 of 11 with cortical lesions. In contrast, three of 25 (12%) patients with LHL showed extinction phenomenon, the incidence being much rarer than the lesion in the right. Of these, two had USN and one had AHP together. All the deficits disappeared within 20 days after the onset of stroke in patients with LHL. Our studies may show that subcortical lesions present with extinction phenomenon more frequently than cortical lesions, although the phenomenon caused by the subcortical lesions of often disappear in a few weeks.